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Abstract: Results of metallographic studies of the polished surface of the WC–(Ti,W)C–Co hard alloy of the T5K10 grade 

after additional annealing in vacuum at 1200°C during 7 hours are presented. It is reported that in its typical fine structure with 

both carbide grains of WC– (Ti,W)C with dimensions up to 10 µm and Co based phase interlayers, the newly revealed 

inclusions have been observed with length from 10 to 80 µm and thickness of 0.5–10 µm, without regular relationship, which 

are distributed stochastically both solely and in ensembles, and have single or multiple endings. It was shown that treating with 

the chloral iron, the Murakami solution, and ion etching do not affect the contrast and topography of a surface of the new 

inclusions, what testifies their difference from the chemical constituents of the fine structure. Interaction was shown between 

the new inclusions and both a surface of the residual pores and with fine particles on their surface being in shape, sizes and 

contrast similar to the carbide grains of the basic alloy structure. 
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1. Introduction 

The (Ti,W)C–Co hard alloys have been designed by Krupp 

AG in 1935–1938 as a result of realization of one of the 

routes to upgrade the WC–Co group alloys by means of 

partial substitution of tungsten carbide by titanium carbide in 

order to avoid the appearance of crater on cutting tool surface 

during high-speed cutting of the new highly-doped steels. It 

enhanced the effectiveness of the cutting tools during intense 

mechanic operation. Meanwhile, the mechanical toughness of 

the material had somewhat decreased thus affecting the 

operation stability during interrupted cutting. 

Similar studies in 1937–1940 in USSR resulted in designing 

of grade TK hard alloys of grades T5K10, T15K6, T14K8 [1, 

2]. Research in materials in the basic (W,Ti)C–Co system is 

going ahead with addition of other carbides and metals to 

enhance the mechanic properties of the materials [3]. Positive 

results have been achieved by adding of tantalum or niobium 

carbides [4]. It gave rise to designing the effective cutting hard 

alloys of the WC–(Ti,Ta,W)C–Co group, relatively more 

expensive in production. The dominant trend of their design 

and upgrading is a structure formation presenting carbide WC 

grains of facial shape and the solid solution (Ti,W)C of 

globular shape, as well as interlayers of the Co phase [1, 2]. 

Crystals of extra elongated shape (EES) in the structure of the 

WC–(Ti, W)C–Co alloy prepared by sintering at 1400°C using 

(Ti, W)C solid solution saturated at 1500°C have been revealed 

[5]. The author used only optical image of the structure and 

came to the conclusion that the EES crystals resulted from WC 

crystallization from solid solution of (Ti,W)C. This conclusion 

is in contradiction with the basic principle formulated by 

Kennon, Lenol, Kingery et al. [5] that the solid solution of the 

(Ti,W)C composition being in equilibrium by TiC and WC at 

1500°C is not changed when cooling to the room temperature. 

For this type of hard alloys this principle ensures stability of 

structural, physical-mechanical and operation properties formed 

during sintering process. 

Similar extra large inclusions of WC single crystals have 

been observed in the WC-Co system after sintering of 

ultrafine powders [6]. 

Analysis of 195 companies which manufacture hard alloy 

tools shows that only 5 companies are using the hard alloys 

of the WC–(Ti,W)C–Co group at a small scale to produce the 

cutting tools. 

In Ukraine, a consumption of the TK grade hard alloys is 

relatively large. It is mainly the T5K10 grade having 

relatively low cost and a satisfactory resistance in turning 
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steel, cast iron, etc. 

At the Bakul Institute for Superhard Materials, intensive 

studies, financially supported by “Keramtex LTD” Kyiv, are 

being conducted to design the new technological routes for 

raising the quality of the hard alloys and especially the group 

TK alloys. These studies are: thermo compressive treatment 

under gas pressure up to 3.0 MPa [7–10] for decreasing of 

residual micro porosity in the structure; two-stage sintering 

with cooling from liquid-phase sintering temperature to solid-

state sintering temperature [11]; using the spark plasma 

sintering to form the fine-grain structure; search for influence 

of the gas pressure under sintering at the physical and chemical 

interaction with the material being machined [12]; etc. 

During these studies, in the grain structure of the group 

WC–(Ti,W)C–Co hard alloy of grade T5K10 besides grains of 

WC carbide, the (Ti,W)C solid solution stechiometric for 

1500°C composition, and interlayers of Co phase we observed 

a new phase of extra elongated shape (EES) after annealing of 

the hard alloy at 1200°C during 7 h of isothermal hold [13]. 

After all indication it can be assumed as a new phenomenon in 

material science of this hard alloy group. 

The results of [13] have been obtained by SEM 

investigation of microstructure of a sample polished with 

diamond paste. Along with it, complex material science 

investigations of hard alloy structure comprise as well optical 

studies of polished surface after additional treatment by 

chloral iron and Murakami solution for etching of, 

respectively, interlayers of Co and boundaries WC–WC, 

WC–(Ti,W)C and (Ti,W)C–(Ti,W)C [14], with ion etching 

for cleaning of the surface. 

The aim of the paper is to present results of the standard 

metallographic investigations with optical and electron 

microscopy of polished surfaces of the T5K10 hard alloy 

after annealing, as well as after additional etching in chloral 

iron, Murakami solution, and ionic treatment. 

2. Starting Materials and Methods of 

Investigation 

The studies have been conducted at polished prismatic surface 

of a sample. The samples have been prepared by the powder 

metallurgy method from mixture of WC–(Ti,W)C–Co hard 

alloy of T5K10 grade after milling in a ball mill by the 

technique presented in [14]. The sintered samples have been 

diamond polished to dimensions of 5×5×35 mm. After the 3-

point bending test, one of the halves was additionally heated in 

vacuum of P=50 Pa up to 1200°C and isothermal hold of 7 h. 

Microstructure of samples was investigated at surfaces polished 

with diamonds (depth of removed layer was not controlled), and 

after additional etching in chloral iron, Murakami solution [15] 

and ionic etching by (Ar
+
) argon ions with energy of 2 keV 

during 5 min. The etching rate was 10 nm/min in SiO2 scale. 

Microscopic studies have been performed with “LOMO” 

optical microscope, electron microscope “ZEISS” (Jena, 

Germany) and Auger micro- analyzer Jamp-9500F (Jeol, 

Japan) with X-ray energy dispersive spectrometer INCA 

Penta FETx3 (OXFORD INSTRUMENTS). 

3. Results 

Optical images of microstructure of polished surface are 

presented in Figure 1: after diamond treatment (a–d); after 

additional etching in chloral iron (q–j); and in Murakami 

solution (f–h). 
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Figure 1. Optical images of a new phase EES in the structure of polished surface (a–d) of T5K10 hard alloy; after etching in chloral iron (q–j); and in 

Murakami solution (f–h). 

Analysis of the surfaces after polishing with diamond 

(Figure 1 a–d) shows the EES inclusions, being light colored 

in the image of the surface. The EES inclusions are located 

chaotically as in the centre of the polished surface, and on the 

boundaries (Figure 1c). Main features of the EES inclusions 

are presented in [13]. 

Near the surface of some EES inclusions and in the grain 

structure we found enlarged concentration and sizes of light 

colored particles (contoured in Figure 1b). It is well known 

that particles of such color in optical image of the group TK 

alloys correspond to the color of Co interlayers. In this case, 

the sizes and location of such accumulations have no 

regularities. Near such accumulations, some residual 

micropores of different sizes are observed as well (pointed by 

an arrow). Part of volume of some of them is filled with 

interlayer of Co, dimensions of which (7×5 µm) are much 

larger than dimensions (0.5–1.5 µm) of Co interlayers in the 

grain structure where EES inclusions are not observed. 

After etching of the polished surface with chloral iron, the 

localities where Co based phase was etched out are colored 

dark (Figure 1 q–j). Nevertheless, the new phase images as 

before etching and after that have not changed, thus 

indicating about absence in it of the Co based phase. 

Residual micropores are observed in Figure 1k on the 

surface of the new inclusion of EES. Besides, dimensions of 

such pores are of the same order as a width of the inclusion, 

thus interrupting its integrity. 

Accumulations of the EES inclusions are shown in Figure 

1u, which radiate at different angles outward from the pore 

centre. It is seen as if these inclusions “have been grown 

through” a big residual pore. Additional information about 

interaction of the new inclusions with a pore is given by the 

image of microstructure in Figure 1m. 

It should be noted that all the EES inclusions have in 

general similar characteristics throughout the sample surface. 

But the inclusions being on the boundary of the sample 

surface are without sharp ending (Figure 1m–j). 

In the images of the polished surface, the fine 

microparticles appeared at the surface of the new EES phase 

after additional etching in Murakami solution (Figure 1f–h). 

They are colored similar to the carbide grains of fine 

structure. Nevertheless, surfaces of the new inclusions 

remain uniform. This testifies that they have no boundaries, 

which are etching in a similar way to the boundaries between 

the carbide grains WC–WC, WC–(Ti,W)C and (Ti,W)C–

(Ti,W)C in the fine structure of the hard alloy. 

Electron microscopy images of the polished sample 

microstructure are presented in Figure 2 after diamond 

polishing (Figure 2a–q) along with those additionally etched 

with a Murakami solution (Figure 2k) and with ions (Figure 

2m). 

Dispersion, sizes and shapes of the new EES inclusions in 

the fine structure of the polished surface with dimensions 

1100×900 µm are shown in Figure 2a and b. Their general 

characteristics are presented in [1]. The image from Figure 

2b shows that the one-end new inclusions have in general a 

straight shape; and multi-end inclusions have both straight 

and curved shape (Figure 2b). The multi-end inclusions 
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branch in general at sharp angles, and have both equal and 

different dimensions. 

In Figure 2c, the structures are presented, in which sole 

inclusions are visible (fragments 1 and 2) of the same color 

as a color of the EES inclusions, but of irregular form. 
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Figure 2. Electron image of microstructure with new phase of EES in different parts of polished surface after diamond polishing (a-q), diamond polishing and 

etching in Murakami solution (k), diamond polishing and ion etching (m) of hard alloy of T5K10 grade after annealing; a–k – SEM “ZEISS”; m – Auger 

Jamp-9500F (Jeol, Japan). 

In some parts of the surface in study a local microstructure 

was revealed, shown in Figure 2d. It differs from the main 

structure because part of the elongated inclusions is located 

in the central part on two adjacent concentric fields of dark-

grey color (contours 1 and 2). Besides, the have high (up to 

50% in area) concentration of EES inclusions, i.e. 8 times 

more than their concentration in a fine structure. 

It is worth nothing that the EES inclusions in these parts 

of the structure are of small thickness. In part (contour 1), 

their thickness varies in the 0.5–3.0 µm region, and in 

structure (contour 2) – 2.0–5.0 µm. On the other hand, the 

inclusions, which are located in the fine structure, have the 

thickness of 5.0–10.0 µm. It may be compared with the 

similar characteristics of 5.0–20.0 µm in fine structure 

without structures mentioned above. Part of the new 

inclusions is common for the central structure and beyond. 

In this case, their form and dimensions are stable. In central 

part (contour 1), the elongated inclusions are situated 

randomly, and in of part of structure – more in order. Fields 

between inclusions in the central part, uniform in color, are 

smoothly changing into color of fine structure testifying 

existence of the transfer zone. Besides, a residual pore is 

visible in the boundary between the structure (contour 2) 

and the fine structure. 

In Figure 2e, less pronounced structure but similar with 

accumulations the new inclusions of EES is presented. In the 

outer part of the sample we see a structure with 

accumulations of EES inclusions (Figure 2f); their structure 

is similar to that throughout the whole polished surface 

(Figure 2 a, b). Besides, we observe sole inclusions (arrow) 

of a form, not being fully correspondent to the EES 

abbreviation. 

Magnified images of the structure (Figure 2 f–m) show 

that there are fine particles on the surface of EES 

inclusions, color of which correspond to carbide grains of 

WC and (Ti,W)C of fine structure. Surface of 

predominantly solid solution of (Ti,W)C contain also 

micro pores (Figure 2 g). 

Etching of polished surface in Murakami solution (Figure 

2 k) and ion etching have no effect at color and topography 

of surface of the new EES inclusions. It is in good agreement 

with optical images in Figure 1 f–h. 

As it is seen in Figure 2 m, one part of separate grains of 

WC (position 1) are of faceted shape and the (Ti,W)C grains 

– of globular form (position 2) are located on the surface of 

EES inclusions, and other their part is located in the fine 

structure. In this case, some of these grains (positions 3 and 4) 

interrupt the continuity of the EES inclusions. This 

interaction determines the condition of EES inclusion surface, 

but do not influence at the adjacent fine structure. 

The analysis of the above mentioned structures shows also, 

that the carbide constituencies of the fine structure near the 

structure of the new inclusions and beyond have the same 

structure. They are generally adjacent to and occasionally 

partially are incorporated in a surface of the new inclusions, 

thus affecting their topography. 

4. Conclusions 

Metallographic studies had shown that new inclusions of 

EES are presented in the fine structure of the T5K10 hard 

alloy after annealing in vacuum at 1200°C for 7 h. 

Additional treating of the polished surfaces with chloral 

iron, Murakami solution, and ion etching do not affect the 

topography of surface of the new EES inclusions in contrast 

to the constituents of the fine structure. 

The fine particles revealed on the surface of the new 

inclusions are etchable with Murakami solution similar to the 

WC and (Ti,W)C grains of the fine structure. 

It is established that well clearly defined boundaries exist 

between surface of the new EES inclusions and the fine 

particles contained in it 

It is established that residual micropores are located both 

on the surface of the new EES inclusions and on the surface 

of fine particles contained in it. 

Some parts of the structure are revealed with density of 

distribution of the new inclusions and range of thickness of 

EES, in contrast to their density (<10% in area) and range of 

thickness (5–10 µm) in fine structure, is equal, respectfully, 

40–60% and 0.5–5.0 µm. 
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